Abstract-Soft errors threaten to disrupt supercomputing scaling. Fault injection is a key technique to understand the impact of faults on scientific applications. However, injecting faults in parallel applications has been prohibitively slow, inaccurate and hard to implement.
I. INTRODUCTION
As supercomputing systems increase in scale, we are likely to see an increase in the rate of soft errors [1] , [2] . At the circuit level, shrinking feature sizes makes them more vulnerable to upsets from various sources, including radiation [3] , [4] , packaging materials [5] and voltage fluctuations [6] . Furthermore, scaling supercomputing architectures, including more nodes and higher core counts, increases the number of possible components to fail. Faults, uncorrectable at the hardware level, can corrupt the outputs of scientific computations, possibly without any indication as in Silent Data Corruption (SDC) faults. Understanding the impact of faults to applications is paramount for designing resilience techniques.
Fault Injection (FI) is a well-established technique for quantifying the impact of soft errors [7] , [8] , [9] . At the extreme, there are highly-accurate methods for emulating the cause of faults by physically irradiating hardware components [10] , [11] , [12] . Although such methods are useful for characterizing particular hardware components, they are costly and non-scalable to deploy on large systems. Instead, software methods, and particularly binary instrumentation [13] , [14] and compiler-based FI [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , have been shown to be sufficiently accurate and efficient on serial applications.
Nevertheless, fault injection experiments are timeconsuming, needing thousands of samples for statistical [14] , [20] . On parallel programs, this time is significantly higher because they have longer execution times processing larger inputs, faults affect the parallel runtime too, and experiments need to explore more configuration options, such as the number of threads-faults manifest in different ways depending on those options. Exploration with this slowdown may take weeks for a small program with thousands of threads/processes.
Existing studies limit fault injection on parallel programs using MPI [21] , [22] , [23] , [14] or GPUs [24] , [20] . However, they compromise their experimentation by using either smaller inputs [13] , [23] , or by collecting fewer injection samples [20] , or by running for fewer iterations. Those compromises reduce the scope of fault injection experimentation and diminish its statistical significance, thus clearly prohibit assessing the resilience of parallel programs in realistic settings. In addition, previous work generally assumes that faults affect only the application, although parallel runtime systems are critical for managing execution and equally vulnerable to faults. It is important that fault injection tools can answer research questions on the vulnerability of parallel runtime to accurately assess resilience techniques and guide their design. Fig. 1 shows a motivating example using the proxy application XSBench. It plots the outcomes of 1,068 fault in-jection experiments classified either as a Crash, when the application abnormally terminates or hangs, or as a Silent Output Corruption (SOC), if its output differs from the golden, fault-free output, or as Benign if neither a Crash nor a SOC occurred. Fig. 1a contrasts outcomes on serial versus parallel execution, and Fig. 1b shows outcomes when injecting either only to application code or exclusively to the OpenMP library. Crucially, fault outcomes are significantly different depending on the mode of execution or the injection target.
In this paper, we propose SAFIRE 1 , a novel framework for fault injection into parallel, multi-threaded programs. Specifically, our paper makes the following contributions:
• New techniques to extend fault models to parallel, multithreaded execution and enable SAFIRE to accurately implement any instruction-level fault model.
• The design and implementation of novel compiler-based instrumentation techniques for accurate and scalable fault injection; our techniques selectively switch from (fast) basic block to (slow) instruction instrumentation only when needed, thus greatly reducing overhead compared to state-of-the-art, binary instrumentation approaches.
• An extensive evaluation of the accuracy and speed of SAFIRE compared to state-of-the-art, dynamic binary instrumentation and other compiler-based methods; our evaluation shows that SAFIRE is equally accurate as them, but on average 5.3× faster on serial execution and 4.7× faster on parallel execution.
• New insights from analyzing 15 different HPC applications; results reveal that injecting faults to the parallel runtime results in far more crashes compared to faults in the application code, and that execution options, such as the input size or number of threads, significantly modify the resulting outcome distributions.
II. OVERVIEW OF SAFIRE
In this section, we present SAFIRE's goals and its workflow. At a high-level, SAFIRE has three major goals: 1) Realistic fault injection: since faults in the real-world can propagate to both the application and the parallel runtime system, we want to be able to perform fault injection in both software spaces; 2) Fast fault injection: since fault injection campaigns in parallel programs can take a significant amount of time, a framework for fast and efficient FI is very important for resilience studies in HPC; 3) Accurate fault injection: previous work [15] , [25] has shown that a number of fault injection techniques, such as compiler IR-based fault injection suffer from inaccuracies, thus they can misguide resilience studies. SAFIRE aims to be as accurate as possible.
To achieve these goals, we present novel techniques in the space of compiler-based fault injection. These techniques 1 address several challenges, including injecting in both the application and runtime systems efficiently, optimizing low-level compiler instrumentation to produce fast fault injection tests, and efficiently profiling a program to guide our framework.
In the rest of this section, we first give a high-level overview of SAFIRE, and in Section III we detail the technical aspects of our approach to address the aforementioned challenges. Fig. 2 shows the workflow of SAFIRE, in consecutive steps, for doing fault injection experiments, similarly to existing approaches [15] , [13] , [14] . First, the program compiles through the SAFIRE-enabled compiler to produces an instrumented binary executable. This step is done once for each program.
A. Workflow Overview
Second, a profiling step collects execution information to feed the fault model and a "golden" output for verifying fault injection outputs. Fault models target instructions, so execution information consists of dynamic instruction counts collected by executing the instrumented binary linked with a profiling library. In sequential programs, this step executes once per input. In parallel programs, dynamic instruction counts are collected per thread, so if the number of threads or the input changes, this step must run again to update counting. Also, parallel execution may introduce variability in instruction counts, hence profiling runs multiple times to collect a statistically significant mean of the number of executed instructions. The Third, the fault generator, implementing the fault model, takes as input the per-thread, dynamic instruction counts from profiling and outputs working data for fault injection experimentation, including the unique thread number to target and its instruction index to inject a fault to. The fault generator creates a multitude of fault injection data, as needed for performing a statistically significant number of fault injections.
Fourth is performing the actual fault injection. The instrumented binary runs linked with the fault injection library using input from the fault generator. Each run injects a fault and saves the output of the fault injected execution, as well as a fault log which documents the register operand and the specific bit flipped besides the thread number and instruction index.
Lastly, the classification step parses the outputs of fault injection and the golden output to classify the manifestation of a fault. A fault manifests either as a crash, if the program exited abnormally or a timeout was reached, or as a Silent Output Corruption (SOC), if the output was different within some tolerance from the golden output, or as a benign fault, if the program has not crashed and there is no corruption in the fault injected output. Classification runs as many times as there are fault injection experiments.
III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we discuss the design and technical details of our novel compiler optimization techniques for fault injection. Also, we elaborate on the fault model, profiling method, and other fault injection frameworks that SAFIRE compares with.
A. Optimizing Compiler Instrumentation
Compiler Terms. We introduce compiler terms, which appear in the discussion. A basic block is a single entry, single exit block of instructions. Hence, instructions within a basic block execute as an indivisible unit of binary code. Instrumentation extends the binary code by inserting additional instructions, including calls to external routines that implement introspection capabilities on the code itself. Fig. 3 summarizes existing approaches [18] , [17] , [15] , [13] on instrumentation. Specifically, each instruction in a basic block is instrumented with a call to an external routine that tracks the dynamic instruction count and decides whether to inject a fault on that instruction or not. However, realistic injection corrupts the execution of few, typically only one instruction-we elaborate on the fault model later. Invoking the instrumentation routine for each and every instruction Next, we present our new, key techniques for optimizing compiler instrumentation for fault injection. Namely, those are fast forwarding, which zooms into detailed, instructionlevel instrumentation only when needed, and detaching, which foregoes instrumentation overhead after fault injection has completed. Our techniques apply to both sequential and multithreaded execution and we evaluate them in both settings. Nevertheless, the slowdown reduction they offer is particularly impactful for multi-threaded programs, which typically have larger inputs and longer execution times.
Fast-forwarding instruments basic blocks to count dynamic instructions executed, and selectively reverts to instruction instrumentation only to inject a fault to a particular instruction in the basic block. Fig. 4 illustrates the technique including instrumentation pseudocode. In detail, SAFIRE uses the code generation capabilities of the compiler to create two versions of a basic block. An original version that executes instructions without instrumenting them and an instrumented version that executes instructions individually instrumented, as in existing techniques. Entering a basic block calls the instrumentation routine. If the instruction targeted for FI is outside this basic block, the routine increments the instruction counter with the total number of instructions of the basic block and execution resumes to the original, fast, non-instrumented version. If the targeted instruction lies within the basic block, the instrumentation routine returns immediately and execution continues to the detailed, per-instruction instrumented version of the basic block. The instrumented version counts instructions one-byone and injects the fault to the target instruction. Thus, fastforwarding combines speed and accuracy by instrumenting basic blocks and reverts to per-instruction instrumentation only for the basic block that contains the targeted instruction.
Detaching complements fast-forwarding to additionally avoid the overhead of basic block instrumentation when there are no more faults to inject. Fig. 4 also shows detaching. The SAFIRE-enabled compiler creates a "detached" version for each basic block, besides the "original" and the "instrumented" version. The detached version of the basic block contains instructions without instrumentation, like the original version of the fast-forwarding method. However, detached basic blocks follow an alternative control flow, branching to detached successor basic blocks, avoiding completely instrumentation overhead. The instrumentation routine directs the calling basic block to continue execution detached when the dynamic instruction count exceeds the index of the target instruction, hence there are no faults to inject in succeeding instructions.
B. Implementation
Fault Model. The fault model for multi-threaded execution follows commonly accepted, instruction based fault models [15] , [13] , [9] . It focuses on soft errors (transient faults) that upset the architecture state of the processor datapath, assuming that long latency system components (memory hierarchy, networking, disks) afford to have built-in protection mechanisms (ECC, parity, checksums). By contrast, processor logic is unprotected, hence subject to faults. The fault model injects a single bit-flip error per application run, aligned with previous insight that the probability of multiple bit-flip errors is extremely low [9] . Faults propagate to instructions and fault injection selects an instruction with a uniform, random probability of 1/N out of the N instructions executed dynamically, to flip a random bit in a randomly selected destination register. Nonetheless, SAFIRE is flexible to implement any kind of instruction-based fault model.
For multi-threaded execution, per-thread instruction indices are linearized following a consecutive, logical order incrementing from the thread with the lowest identifier to the highest. The fault generator selects a random instruction uniformly from the pool of total instructions and outputs the thread identifier and the per-thread instruction index corresponding to the linearized index. Thus, SAFIRE faithfully injects a single fault per program run regardless of the number of threads.
Compilation. SAFIRE extends the implementation of RE-FINE [15] , based on the Clang/LLVM compiler. It can compile any program compilable with the LLVM framework, including the OpenMP parallel runtime used in experimentation. To enable SAFIRE instrumentation, one needs to include the following extra options in the compiler flags: -mllvm -fi -mllvm -fi-funcs= * -mllvm -fi-inst-types= * -mllvm -fi-reg-types=dst -mllvm -fi-ff. This is the actual string of options used in experimentation, which instructs the compiler to inject a fault to any function, any instruction type, any destination register and enable SAFIRE's fast-forwarding and detaching optimizations. The profiling and fault injection libraries are dynamically linked to the instrumented executable at runtime. The libraries implement per-thread instruction counting using internal, thread local variables. In addition, the fault injection library interfaces with the instrumented binary to select the destination register and specific bit to flip, same as in REFINE. Profiling multi-threaded execution counts executed instructions per-thread, for a fixed configuration of the input and number of threads. It assumes a program is sufficiently optimized for a "production" run, thus load imbalance has been addressed and thread mappings have been decided.
By contrast to (deterministic) serial execution, parallel execution may introduce variability in instruction counts because of dynamic scheduling or synchronization. For that, profiling measures dynamic instruction counts statistically, by taking the mean of 30 samples of different runs of the same program, input and thread configuration, to bound the relative standard error (RSE) of the mean to less than 1% (critical values from t-distribution). Infrequently, a fault injection experiment misses injecting a fault if two rare conditions occur: the actual instruction count during the experiment is less than the profiled, mean instruction count and the target instruction index is greater than the actual instruction count. Since a fault must happen during an experiment, in that rare case we repeat the experiment. Also, our evaluation on OpenMP programs reduces variability by pinning threads to cores (OMP_PROC_BIND=close), and setting the wait policy to passive (OMP_WAIT_POLICY=passive) to avoid spinning in synchronization constructs. We leave in depth studying of spinning and other variability effects as future work.
Dynamic Binary Instrumentation Comparator. We create a comparator fault injection tool based on PINFI [13] , implemented in the Intel Pin [26] framework. Our implementation extends PINFI for multi-threaded execution, including perthread instruction count profiling, fault generation and injection. Also, we implement detaching in PINFI by invoking the PIN_Detach control routine. However, fast-forwarding is not implementable through the Pin API alone, because it is not possible to selectively instrument the same code at basic block and instruction level. Nonetheless, we freely provide our implementation of the extended PINFI tool to the community.
IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP

A. Hardware and Software Platform
We perform our experiments on dual-socketed nodes, each hosting an 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2670 processor, with 32GB RAM. Nodes run Chaos Linux 5.5 with kernel version 2.6.32. The SAFIRE implementation extends LLVM version 3.9. Also, we deploy Intel Pin v3.0-76991 for the PINFI fault injector. The OpenMP library used for parallel execution is the Clang OpenMP compatible with Clang/LLVM v3.9. 
B. Comparison Tools
We compare SAFIRE with REFINE, a compiler-based tool for serial execution, and PINFI, for both serial and parallel execution with our extensions. Table I lists all the configurations for each tool. By default, thread count is 1 for serial execution. Parallel execution runs with either 8 threads (single socket), or 16 threads (both processor sockets). Instrumentation refers to code instrumented for FI: all includes application code and the parallel runtime library; app includes only application code; omplib includes only the OpenMP runtime library. Table II shows the applications, including HPC proxies and NAS kernels, used for experimentation along with their inputs. In each experiment, the fault injection tool injects a single fault in the program, targeting a random instruction, selecting randomly one of its destination registers and the bit to flip.
C. Experiment Setting
For accuracy, we apply the statistical fault injection method from Leveugle et al. [27] to ensure a margin of error ≤ 3% for a confidence level of 95%. Confidence intervals in plots reflect As an overview, Fig. 5 shows the slowdown and wallclock times of all the FI campaigns relative to fault-free, non-instrumented execution. Times shown accumulate the execution time of each individual experiment to compare the absolute execution times of each campaign. Notably, experimentation with SAFIRE has minimal slowdown compared to other tools, which enables larger experimentation campaigns. Fig. 6 shows the space overhead of compiler instrumentation of both REFINE and SAFIRE, including serial and OpenMP versions of the programs. Note that REFINE includes the overhead of instruction instrumentation and inlined assembly for fault injection. SAFIRE extends REFINE with basicblock instrumentation, fast-forwarding and detaching, hence comparing them illustrates this extra overhead. Applications have different overhead because the number and type of instrumented instructions among them differs. Also, instrumentation overhead depends on application-specific analysis, such as register liveness for spilling and filling instructions. Nevertheless, code size is typically a fraction of the data size.
V. EVALUATION A. Compiler instrumentation overhead
The overhead of REFINE ranges from 4.3× to 26.4× and that of SAFIRE ranges from 5.9× to 28.5×. By contrasting them, SAFIRE adds at most 35% extra overhead for its basicblock instrumentation and code replication. As we discuss speed gains next, this extra overhead is well worthwhile: SAFIRE is several times faster than REFINE or PINFI. Fig. 7 shows the slowdown of each tool on each application, normalized to non-instrumented execution, when performing the full 1,068 experimental campaign. The slowdown is different among applications, depending on the number of instructions executed, or basic blocks concerning SAFIRE. On average, the slowdown of SAFIRE is 1.8×. Although Pin is a mature tool with sophisticated optimization techniques, PINFI incurs a 9.6× slowdown because of individual instruction instrumentation. REFINE is the slowest with a 20.7× slowdown, given it lacks the detaching optimization. In relative terms, SAFIRE completes the experimentation campaign 5.3× faster than PINFI and 11.5× faster than REFINE. The detaching technique speeds up the execution of a FI campaign by 2× on average, given uniform instruction sampling for fault injection, so the remaining speedup gains of SAFIRE come from fast-forwarding optimizations.
B. Comparing speed and accuracy on serial execution
For rigorously evaluating accuracy, we apply Chi-squared tests to evaluate contingency tables of observed and expected frequencies of fault outcomes and infer significant differences between a pair of tools and configuration options. Table III shows an example contingency table to test SAFIRE (approach A) and PINFI (approach B) for similarity. Our null hypothesis H 0 is using approach A or B has no effect in the outcome frequencies (Crash, SOC, Benign); our alternative hypothesis H a is using approach B has significant effect in the outcome frequencies with respect to approach A. Thus, rejecting the null hypothesis H 0 means that the tool or configuration choice is important for determining the fault outcomes. Table IV compares SAFIRE with PINFI, deemed widely as the established baseline of accuracy. We choose significance level α = 0.05, therefore, if the calculated p-value of the test is less than α, SAFIRE is deemed significantly different to PINFI. As the table shows, SAFIRE is not significantly different to PINFI for any program, hence it is accurate. 
C. Comparing speed and accuracy on parallel execution
Next we compare the speed and accuracy of SAFIRE with PINFI for parallel execution using the small input and 16 threads to fully subscribe the node. Fig. 8 shows the slowdown from running the experimental campaign for both tools. SAFIRE remains significantly faster than PINFI. On average, fault injection with SAFIRE experiences 2.4× slowdown, which is 4.7× less than PINFI's slowdown of 11.3×. Moreover, Table V shows Chi-squared test results comparing SAFIRE to PINFI. For parallel execution, SAFIRE is again not significant different from PINFI, thus accurate.
D. Comparing faults between serial and parallel execution
Following with our experimentation, we compare whether fault outcomes between serial and parallel execution differ, given the same program and input. Programs execute with the small input both for the parallel and serial execution. Parallel execution uses 16 threads. Having established the accuracy of SAFIRE, we use it for the experiments following. Fig. 9 shows the distribution of fault outcomes as percentages of the total, for each program and execution configuration. We omit error bars for clarity and remind that by the statistical fault injection methodology the margin of error is 3% for a 95% confidence level. Table VI details the Chi-squared tests per program to evaluate whether serial or parallel execution affects fault outcomes. For additional analysis, Fig. 10 shows the ratio of application instructions over total instructions executed, hence remaining instructions executed belong to the OpenMP library.
For 7 out of the 15 benchmarks, fault outcomes between serial and parallel execution are not significantly different. For the rest, results are application dependent. Observing Fig. 10 and focusing on small inputs, application instructions are the largest part of the execution, consisting more than 99% of executed instructions. However, that is not the case [28] , thus the difference between the fault outcomes of serial and parallel execution. We leave as future work the detailed study of how algorithmic changes and different parallelization techniques affect fault outcomes, but note that SAFIRE enables those observations for the first time. Fig. 11 shows fault outcome percentages, for each program and instrumentation target. Table VII summarizes the findings of Chi-squared tests. For all programs, tests show that injecting faults to the parallel runtime results in significantly different distributions of outcomes compared to injecting faults to the application code only. Specifically, faults injected in the OpenMP runtime result often in Crash outcomes. This is expected because the parallel runtime implements mainly control functions to manage multi-threaded execution as opposed to 
E. Comparing faults targeting the application or the parallel runtime library
F. Comparing faults using different input sizes
Fig . 12 shows the outcome distributions for parallel execution comparing small versus large inputs. Also, Table IX includes the Chi-squared tests. Results contrast previous assumptions [24] that fault outcomes are largely independent of input. Interestingly, for most programs, large inputs increase Benign outcomes and reduce SOCs. This indicates that enlarging inputs diminishes the impact of faults.
G. Comparing scaling and faults with different thread counts
For those comparisons, programs execute either with 8 or 16 threads processing the large input. Fig. 13 shows the FI campaign slowdown for different thread counts. Importantly, SAFIRE scales excellently and slowdown stays at the same level despite more threads executing. SAFIRE is designed for scalability, by performing instruction analysis and instrumentation at compile time, counting dynamic instructions per-thread, and thread-local fault injection without synchronization.
We also explore whether fault outcomes differ when varying the thread count. Fig. 14 shows the distribution of outcomes and table VIII includes Chi-squared tests. For all programs, but MG and SP, different thread counts do not result in significantly different fault outcomes. For the outliers MG and SP, deploying them with 8 threads increases the number of SOC outcomes significantly. We leave in-depth investigation of those phenomena as imminent future work. 
VI. RELATED WORK
In this section we review FI techniques applied to parallel execution. A general, comprehensive survey of FI methods can be found in the literature [7] , [8] . Existing work on fault injection for parallel programs targets either MPI or GPU execution. Those efforts complement ours since they target distributed or accelerator based execution, whereas SAFIRE targets shared memory, multi-threaded programs. Nevertheless, we discuss their fault injection approaches to show how SAFIRE's methodology improves accuracy and speed.
Several recent studies [22] , [23] , [29] targeting MPI-based programs use compiler-based techniques [18] , [16] , [19] to inject faults at the abstract, virtual instruction set of the IR. Previous work [15] has shown that IR-based methods lack in accuracy and are slow, hence are unsuitable for reliable, large-scale experimentation. Similarly, recent work [24] , [20] presents fault injection using the LLVM IR to parallel programs for accelerators, such as GPUs. Although those approaches are faster than debugger-based techniques [30] , they too lack in accuracy by injecting faults to virtual instructions. In a different approach, SASSIFI [20] instruments applications at the GPU assembly level, alike to PINFI for x86 processors, to enhance accuracy. However, its scope limits to Nvidia GPUs and it reportedly results in large slowdowns, up to 488×.
Other works [21] , [14] , [31] inject faults directly to application data structures or MPI messages. They instrument either the source code or track data items and MPI objects through binary instrumentation, injecting a fault directly to them. However, those approaches fail to accurately emulate hardware faults. A fault in a data object or message may unrealistically require multiple faults spanning several machine instructions. Additionally, Lu et al. [21] inject faults to architectural registers using the ptrace interface. This approach is slow and not scalable due to the overhead of frequent software traps that interrupt execution of each executing thread. By contrast, SAFIRE instruments the complete instruction and register space of the application with minimal slowdown due to advanced compilation optimizations.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We present SAFIRE, a novel framework for fast and accurate fault injection in parallel, multi-threaded applications. SAFIRE implements a set of novel compiler-based techniques to improve the efficiency of low-level, basic block based fault injection. These techniques enable large-scale fault injection campaigns that were not possible before with existing tools and techniques. Our study is the first in evaluating the impact of faults within parallel runtime systems, such as OpenMP, and the first on demonstrating that faults manifest differently when they occur in the runtime system or when altering execution parameters, such as the number of threads and input size. In our extensive evaluation of 15 HPC programs, SAFIRE proves highly accurate and on average 5.3× faster than state-of-theart binary instrumentation approaches for fault injection.
